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Introduction
Recent advances in the fields of crystallography and protein
formation have made computation of molecular and structural properties
essential to the minimization of experimental error. Molecular dynamics, a
computer simulation which can predict the relative motion of atoms and
molecules, is integrated into many of these biological and crystallographic
studies in order to both determine physical properties, and reduce error by
aligning predicted and actual structures. Molecular dynamics is based on
the solutions for Newton’s laws of motion, and relies on the interaction of
microscopic particles for the calculation of macroscopic behavior and
physical trajectories [1].
To calculate the motion or position of
atomic particles, molecular dynamics
r e l i e s o n d i ff e r e n t s o l u t i o n s t o
Schrodinger’s equation (Fig. 1). Under
specific parameters, there are many
applications for this equation, such as
calculating the approximate structure of Fig.1: Schrodinger’s equation de-scribing
biomaterials, or surface characterization a three-dimensional particle [2]
of nanomaterials. Molecular dynamics
is used not only to determine the physical properties of particles and
structures, but also to calculate macroscopic thermodynamic properties
through simulations.

Conclusion

Methods
In order to calculate the position and properties of the copper lattice
structure, I used LAMMPS simulation software from the Sandia National
Laboratories website. I used the remote host MDC LINUX at the National High
Magnetic Field Laboratory to install the software. After downloading LAMMPS, I
compiled the createAtoms simulation code using C++. This code is useful for
creating both elemental and compound structures with cubic, orthogonal or
hexagonal planes, and computing the structural properties of any rectangular box
cell with three perpendicular crystallographic orientations.
Within the executable file, the properties of the lattice structure, as well as
atom location and size, must be specified. The file is divided into subcategories
of cards, with maincards outlining the atomic properties, such as mass and
charge, and subcards expressing specific crystallographic properties. For
example, as shown in Fig. 3, the ntype value depicts the number of different atom
types within the structure, and the “amass” and ielement values give the atomic
mass and number for gallium nitride. The perub and perlb values are defined by
the x,y and z coordinates of the crystallographic planes; for instance, GaN has
the stacking plane coordinates (0001), (1100), and (1120), which translate to a
lattice spacing specific to the crystal.

In order to create a simulation defining a certain material,
the spatial coordinates of the atoms and structure of the bonds
must be specified in the input file. For copper, there is only one
ntype, as shown in Fig. 4, since the material is composed of a
single element. I was able to calculate the perub values by
determining the distance between each atom in a fcc structure,
then multiplying each value by an integer. The ilatseed value was
a randomly chosen two-digit number,
and the amass and
ielement values were defined by the mass and atomic number of
copper. I found the alat values by calculating the interatomic
potential of copper [5], and the strain and delx for this simulation
were set to zero since I was calculating the properties of a normal
copper lattice structure. After calculating
the atomic positions and bond lengths for
copper, an output file can be generated by
changing the default values for GaN. This
file can then be used to determine the
spatial coordinates and structural
characteristics of fcc, bcc or sc crystals. In
the future, I plan to reproduce the results
of copper twin boundary MD simulations
[6] and use Gaussian07 software to Fig 4: Input file with
simulate shifts in copper lattice structure copper lattice structure
values
planes.
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Fig. 2: Molecular dynamics simulation of nanomaterial surface change after impact with
energetic particles [3].

Copper, a pliable, conductive metal,
has a wide variety of uses and applications,
including material construction, electrical
conduction, and ligand formation. Because
of its face-centered cubic lattice structure and conductive properties, there
are also many applications for copper in materials science and chemistry.
Copper’s ideal bond length of 255.6 pm and narrow band gap allow
electrons to easily migrate between atoms and across crystallographic
planes and band gaps. Also, copper has become increasingly popular as an
alloy in
integrated circuits and printed circuit boards, because of its
electrical conductivity and high resistance to corrosion.
Researchers have fabricated copper in different forms
according to its applications; for example, nanoparticles
made by deposition, bulk copper material made by casting,
and photoconversion of copper flakes [4]. Copper is also
ideal for several chemical processes because of its natural
green patina, strong resistance at 20 K, and increased
ductility at low temperatures. Because of copper’s many
uses in industry and materials science, as well as a
variety of fabrication methods, molecular dynamics
simulations are needed to characterize the lattice
structure and thermodynamic properties of the crystal.

Fig. 3: Example of an input file in LAAMPS; specifically, the structural properties of the hexagonal
structure,GaN.

The first section or maincard defines the atomic properties, but the
subcards outline the linear spacing of the crystallographic planes. Within the first
latcard, the lattype value gives the structure, such as fcc or sc, the alat values are
characterized by the Tersoff potential lattice constants, and the x, y and zrot
numbers indicate the planar shift or rotation. In the example, the strain and delx
values are set to zero, since the planes are experiencing no rotational shift or
strain. The periodic boundary value is based on the equation d(hkl) = 1/√(h/a)^2
+ (k/b)^2 + (l/c)^2, which defines the boundaries between the planes.
The basic function of the subcard is to define the position and composition
of atoms within a sublattice. The ccell describes the atoms which occupy the
structure, while the rcell outlines the sublattice origin. The defcard section, with
the subcategories x, y and z max and min, old and new type, and prob, cent,
plane and dist, changes the atom placement and type; thereby creating solute
atoms and vacancies. The disturbcard randomly shifts the position of the atoms
within the system, and the shiftcard has the ability to shift the computational cell
position. The velcard in the next section gives a velocity to each atom in order to
simulate a specific temperature for the system. Overall, figure 3 is an example of
the default values given within the input file; however, these values can be
adjusted to account for different crystal structures.
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